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1. General 

The Toolmonitor LIN is used to send and receive LIN frames. These can be loaded from LDF files and sent either 

individually or in schedules. 

The Toolmonitor provides the following functionality:  

 Transmission and receipt of LIN frames 

 Loading of frames, signals, schedules and notes from an LDF file 

 Manual addition of additional frames and signals 

 Execution of schedules 

 Transmission of individual frames 

 Transmission and evaluation of diagnostic frames 

 Diagnostic frames can be transmitted or received while a schedule is being executed 

 Toolmonitor can act either as master or as slave 

 Simulation of slave nodes 

 Editor to create and edit LDF files 

 Control of multiple LIN interfaces in a single tool 

 

 

Figure 1: Toolmonitor LIN 

 

Order number: # 153359 
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2. Safety Instructions 

 

The Toolmonitor LIN is used to send and receive LIN frames. The product has been created and 

tested with the greatest possible care.  

However, all liability for any damages resulting from use of the product is still explicitly excluded. All 

trademarks or service marks that appear in the documentation are subject to intellectual property law and are the 

property of their various owners. 

 

 

3. Installation of Software 

3.1. Software and Driver Installation 

To be able to use the software, the “Vector Hardware” driver must be installed. To be able to control the 

Toolmonitor via COM, for example from TestManager CE, the COM server must first be registered. 

 

Figure 2: Registration Dialog 

 

No additional installer is needed for the Toolmonitor. 

 

3.2. Running the Installed Software 

The software is started by opening “LINMonitor.exe”. 
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4. Introduction to the Operation 

4.1. Quick Guide 

The first time the software is started, the communication parameters must be defined. To do this, open the options 

under Setup  Options. 

Multiple LIN modules can be created within the Toolmonitor. At least, one is needed to use the software. 

 

Figure 3: Creating a LIN Module 

 

After a module has been created, the individual interfaces will already appear on the Windows tab. 

 

Figure 4: Module Interface Inside the Windows
®
 Menu 

 
In the next step, the parameters for the communication can be defined. 

Here, you can assign a name to make it easier to distinguish between several interfaces. If the user wants to try out 

the Toolmonitor without hardware, the “Active” box should be unchecked. Otherwise, it must be checked. If the 

Toolmonitor should act as master, check the “Master” box. 

For use with “Vector Hardware”, the device to be used must also be selected with the corresponding channel. 
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Figure 5: Specifying Parameters 

 

The Toolmonitor can be used with or without an LDF file loaded. If operation with LDF is selected, a path can 

alternatively be created to an LDF file to be opened when the Toolmonitor starts. 

If no LDF file should be used, more information will be needed for the connection, as this is normally stored in the 

LDF file. This includes the baud rate and LIN version. A tester present string and associated cycle time can 

optionally be defined.  

When running without LDF, two nodes are automatically created. One is the master, the second the slave. 

If a tester present string has been entered, a schedule is also created for the tester present. This schedule 

automatically starts when a response is received to a diagnostic message transmitted. If the “tester present” 

transmits using ID “0x3C”, a frame with ID “0x3D” is added to this schedule to evaluate the corresponding 

response.  

The software is now prepared for the use. The individual interfaces and functions will be described in the next 

chapter. 
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5. Software Manual 

This chapter describes the individual interfaces and functions of the Toolmonitor. 

 

5.1. LIN Line 

The LIN Line Interface can be used to transmit and receive LIN frames directly. It can also be used to open or close 

a connection. If the connection is closed, an automatic attempt to open it takes place when a message is sent. 

If Autoread is enabled, the frames and signals created automatically update when a corresponding frame is 

received. If you want to read out frames manually, Autoread must be disabled. 

To send a message, the following parameters must be specified: 

 Mode: Transmission of data (master only), request of data (master only) or simulation of a slave 

 Checksum: Enhanced or classic 

 ID: Hex value 

 Data: Up to 8 bytes, hex numbers, byte - wise separated by spaces 

 

 

Figure 6: LIN Line Interface 
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5.2. Diagnostics 

The Diagnostics Interface can be used to transmit diagnostic messages. The user does not need to worry about the 

division of the diagnostic message into its individual LIN frames. The software takes care of that. 

To send a diagnostic message, the following parameters can be specified:  

 NAD: Hex value or name of the node if an LDF file is loaded 

 Mode: Data transmission only, data transmission and receipt, receive only 

 Service ID: Hex value 

 Daten: Hex value, byte - wise separated by spaces 

 

 

Figure 7: Diagnostics Interface 

 

5.3. Frames 

The Frames Interface displays the frames in a loaded LDF file. 

A frame can be sent by selecting it and clicking the send button. If the sender of the frame is a master node, data 

will be transmitted; otherwise, they are requested. When a frame is clicked or selected, the Node and Signal 

Interface shows the records belonging to the frame in a different color.  

A selected frame can be deleted via delete button. A reset overwrites the current value with the initial value. 

The user interface can also be used to define your own frames or edit existing ones by clicking the define button. 

This can be especially useful when no LDF file is loaded. 

 

Figure 8: Frames Interface 
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Newly added or modified frames are not stored when the Toolmonitor is closed. They are used for temporary 

testing only. If the frames need to be kept for later, the LDF Editor can be used to create or edit an LDF file. You 

can find more information in the section LDF Editor. 

 

Figure 9: Frame Processing Inside the LDF Editor 

 

5.4. Signals 

The Signal Interface displays the signals in a loaded LDF file. When a signal is clicked or selected, the Node and 

Signal Interface shows the records belonging to the signal in a different color. A selected signal can be deleted with 

the delete button. 

The user interface can also be used to define your own signal or edit existing ones by clicking the define button. 

This can be especially useful when no LDF file is loaded. 

 

Figure 10: Signals Interface 

 

Newly added or modified signals are not stored when the Toolmonitor is closed. They are used for temporary 

testing only. If the frames need to be kept for later, the LDF Editor can be used to create or edit an LDF file. You 

can find more information in the section LDF Editor. 

 

Figure 11: Signal Processing Inside the LDF Editor 
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5.5. Nodes 

The Nodes Interface displays the nodes in a loaded LDF file. If no LDF file is loaded, then one master node and 

one slave are automatically created. The description of a node specifies whether it is a master or a slave node. 

If communication is being tested with a slave that is not connected, it can be simulated using a simulation function. 

If data is requested from the node, the Toolmonitor itself transmits the response with the current data in the frame 

table. 

 

Figure 12: Nodes Interface 

 

5.6. Schedules 

The Scheduler Interface displays the schedules in a loaded LDF file. These can be started, paused, stopped and 

canceled from the user interface. A schedule can be executed either once or in a loop. When a schedule is 

canceled, it stops immediately, but when it is stopped it still runs until it ends. If no response can be received for a 

transmitted frame, the frame is displayed with a red background. 

 

Figure 13: Scheduler Interface 
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5.7. LDF Files 

Independently of the settings in the setup, the LDF  Load file menu tab can be used to load an LDF file. If 

operation without an LDF is selected in the setup, operation with an LDF file will now be specified. 

 

Figure 14: LDF Menu 

 

New LDF files can be created or existing LDF files edited in the LDF Editor. It is possible to add, edit and delete 

frames, signals and nodes. 

 

Note: 

If a LDF file is opened and saved again, unparsed content such as comments will not be saved again. 

 

Figure 15: LDF Editor 
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5.8. Logging 

The Toolmonitor allows several different methods to log information and communication data. The Toolmonitor LIN 

contains all of the standard modules of the MCD framework, like the general logging window and trace window 

(Events  Logging and Events  Trace). The Virtual Interface commands and their results are logged in the 

Virtual Interface window and communication data is logged on the LIN and diagnostics window. 

In addition to these framework functionalities, a new functionality was added to the Toolmonitor to log 

communication data of the LIN and diagnostics interface. The logging can be started and stopped by Virtual 

Interface commands and the messages are saved in a user defined text file. Communication data can either be 

stored into a new file or be appended to an existing log file. 

If “Appending” was selected, a new file is created when it does not yet exist. If the user wants to create a new file 

although there already exists a log file with the specified name, a copy of the existing file will be made and 

renamed, adding a timestamp to the filename. 

Examples:  

// Start logging into file C:/logfile.txt.  

// If file already exists, a copy of the old file will be created. 

SetValue("LIN.LogToFile", "C:/logfile.txt"); 

// Reads the current log file path. 

string path = GetString("LIN.LogToFile");  

// Start logging into file C:/logfile.txt.  

// If the file already exists, new log messages will be appended. 

SetValue("LIN.LogToFile.append", "C:/logfile.txt");  

// Stops the logging 

SetEvent("LIN.StopLogToFile"); 

 

The log file contains the following information:  

Timestamp Direction (Write/Read) Layer (Frames/Diagnostics) Checksum Data Comment 

 

5.9. Virtual Interface 

The individual commands of the Virtual Interface are described in the CHM help file of the Toolmonitor. 

This can be found under Help  LIN Help. 
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